Schunk is Setting Standards.
Move to new production site of standard stack completed.
The Schunk Group enlarges stack family by air and water cooled stacks.

You will find us in East Hall 2, booth 1-5

Schunk Bahn- und Industrietechnik GmbH has established itself on the market as an approved supplier of flexible and compact fuel cell stacks based on a modular system. Schunk standard stacks are able to match the power requirements of many applications by connecting electrically identical single units up to 1.4 kW in steps of 360W. Thereby the necessary power may be adapted exactly to the needs of the required application. The stack family may be installed in various applications, such as UPS, small traction or portable applications. System integrators do now benefit from this commercially viable and innovative development.

Besides the technological and commercial advantages of the Schunk stack, it is especially the reliable availability for manufacturers and OEMs which is important. The supply of fully assembled and tested stacks from a single source assures reproducibility and monitoring of quality for the system integrator. Since the beginning of 2009 a new production line for fuel cell stacks has been obtained. Schunk is now able to provide significantly higher quantities. The number of test benches for quality assurance and outgoing goods inspection has been increased correspondingly to cover future needs promptly and flexibly. In the course of this year the stack family will still be increased by two new variants. Schunk adds a 60W air cooled as well as an 80W water cooled version.

Schunk Bahn- und Industrietechnik GmbH is a company of the Schunk Group, a globally active technology concern with a staff of 7,500 employees. Schunk is represented with 60 operative companies in all regions of the world. The core markets of the group are carbon technology and ceramics, environmental simulation technology and climate technology, sintered metal technology and ultrasonic welding technology. The Schunk Group is a technology leader in these fields. The company founded in 1913 by Ludwig Schunk achieved a turnover of 810 Million Euros in 2008.
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